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PRAYER REQUESTS
For the well being of
ANNE SCHENCK, CSJ living
with cancer, companion with Taira
Kaddu, Jaisimha Nakka and prayer
partner with Elen Muchiri and a
member of initial advisory group.
For the many, many refugee claimants still
waiting for their hearings at the Refugee Court.
For newcomers who have completed school and
are searching for jobs that will provide a just
and decent wage to support their families.
For gratitude to God from Elmer and Esmeralda
(Hilda) Gonzales and their children Jose and
Camila on becoming permanent residents.
For all the migrants and refugees suffering in
detention centres in the Southern United States.
For an increased awareness of the urgency
of acting to save our mother earth.


Season of Creation begins on Sept.01 with the
World Day of Prayer for the Care of Creation and
concludes on Oct. 04, the Feast of St. Francis.
During this special time we celebrate the
wondrous gifts of creation, cherishing their
goodness and giving thanks to God. It is also a
time to reflect on our role as stewards of creation
and how to protect these life-giving gifts for all of
Earth’s inhabitants, now and for generations to
come. Theme “THE WEB OF LIFE” emphasizes the
interconnectedness of all life and the urgent need
to protect biodiversity. The Vatican released this
letter encouraging communities. Click here
Also Global Catholic Climate Movement (GCCM)









CONGRATULATIONS, PRINCE!

PRINCE, son of WILLY/SYLVIE MATEMPU,
graduated from École secondaire catholique
Monseigneur-De-Charbonnel. Pictured on the left
is family companion TINA NEVES, FMM and
pictured on the left with Prince is mother Sylvie,
sister Lauda, and brother Padry.

WE REMEMBER

MARY HUGHES, OLM

who died June 25, 2019
and was prayer partner
with Alice Rwisereka

SUMMER SOCIAL FOR RELIGIOUS
MASS - 11:00AM St. John’s Chapel
LUNCH – Cardinal Newman School Cafeteria
THURSDAY, AUGUST 22, 2019

ST AUGUSTINE’S SEMINARY

In Solidarity We Celebrate With The
JESUITS
Feast of Ignatius Loyola: July 31
REDEMPTORISTS
Feast of Alphonsus Liguori: August 01





“Amnesty urges Liberals to suspend refugee agreement with U.S.”
The Canadian Press, July 19 Click Here
“CBSA’s immigration detention officers shouldn’t wear batons,
pepper spray: advocates” The Canadian Press, July 15 Click Here
“Will immigration policies put Canada on the right side of history?”
The Chronicle Herald, June 20 Click Here

“Theology needs
radical revisioning”
Global Sisters Report
ELIA DELIO, OSF July 01

“Why I gave up my job at NASA
to become a nun”
America, The Jesuit Review
LIBBY OSGOOD, July 09

“God is at the tip of my pen, my spade, my brush, my needle
—of my heart and of my thoughts.” (Teilhard de Chardin)

“You have to visit the border to understand the migrant caravan”
America, The Jesuit Review
NORMA PIMENTEL, MJ Nov. 03/18

Pope Francis

JULY 30 IS WORLD DAY AGAINST HUMAN TRAFFICKING
There are many ways that you can help fight the horrific global problem of human
trafficking, a crime that exploits women, children and men for numerous purposes
including forced labour and sex. The International Labour Organization estimates that
21 million people are victims of forced labour globally. This estimate includes victims
of human trafficking for labour and sexual exploitation.
WHAT CAN WE DO?
Stay informed and support organizations like Talitha Kum, a worldwide network of consecrated
religious committed against trafficking who have presented three "causes and vulnerabilities that
contribute to human trafficking": 1) unequal power structure in society, especially related to women,
children, and indigenous; 2) inadequate migration policies that leave people vulnerable in an
increasingly interconnected world; 3) an economic model that exploits human and environmental
resources for the profit of the few in contrast with the exploitation of the many.
SUGGESTED STEPS OF ACTION:
1) pray without ceasing, but don’t stop there; 2) stay angry and shocked,
keep sharing the news on social media, keep commenting, keep writing
to your elected Member of Parliament 3) contact your MPs’/MPPs’ and
demand that they reinstate provincial funding for the refugee and
immigration program LEGAL AID ONTARIO.

